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We present a general method to construct quantum logic gates using one-bit “teleportation” as a
basic primitive, extending previous results based on traditional two-bit teleportation (D. Gottesman
and I. L. Chuang, Nature 402, 390, 1999). This allows the realization of a variety of useful quan-
tum operations that cannot be directly performed due to some physical constraints. In particular,
this technique leads to straightforward and systematic construction of many fault-tolerant encoded
operations, including the pi/8 and Toffoli gates, and remote quantum operations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Practical realization of quantum information process-
ing requires specific types of quantum operations which
may be difficult to construct, given available primi-
tives. In particular, to robustly perform quantum com-
putation in the presence of noise, one needs fault-
tolerant implementations of quantum gates acting on
states which are block–encoded using quantum error cor-
recting codes. [1–4]. Fault-tolerant quantum gates must
prevent propagation of single qubit errors to other qubits
within the same block, so that small correctable errors
will not grow to exceed the correction capability of the
code. This requirement greatly restricts the types of uni-
tary operations which can be performed on the encoded
qubits. Certain fault-tolerant operations can be imple-
mented easily by performing direct transversal operations
on the encoded qubits, in which each qubit in a block in-
teracts only with one corresponding qubit, either in an-
other block or in a specialized ancilla. Unfortunately, for
a given code, only a few useful operations can be accom-
plished transversally, and these are not universal, in that
they cannot be composed to approximate an arbitrary
quantum circuit. To obtain a universal set of gates, ad-
ditional gates have to be constructed using ancilla states
and measurements. This has been accomplished success-
fully [1,3,5,6]; unfortunately, however, these ad-hoc con-
structions are complicated and are not easily generalized.
Another application in which we are challenged to con-
struct useful quantum operations from a limited set of
primitives is in distributed quantum information process-
ing. In this problem, certain kinds of communication be-
tween different parties are constrained or prohibited, but
prior distribution of standard states may be allowed. For
example, quantum teleportation [7] demonstrates how an
unknown quantum state can be sent between two parties
without sending any quantum information, using only
classical communication and prior entanglement. Pro-
tocols for distributed state preparation and computation
are also known [8], but again, they have largely been con-
structed by hand and offer neither an explanation of why
a particular ancilla state is required, nor a systematic
path for generalization.
A general framework for addressing such problems has
been presented in [9]; it uses quantum teleportation as a
basic primitive to enable construction of quantum oper-
ations which cannot be directly performed through uni-
tary operations. This framework provides systematic and
generalizable constructions for an infinite family of fault-
tolerant gates, including the pi/8 and Toffoli gates. How-
ever, it does not lead to circuits equivalent to (or as sim-
ple as) prior ad-hoc constructions for the same gates.
Here, we provide an extension to the teleportation
method of gate construction, which utilizes a simpler
primitive, which we call one-bit “teleportation.” This
method simplifies the constructions of [9], and further-
more provides strikingly unified constructions of the pi/8,
controlled-phase, and Toffoli gates. The circuit for the
Toffoli gate is exactly the same as Shor’s original con-
struction [1]. We also find constructions for an infinite






The structure of the paper is as follows. First, in Sec-
tion II, we define one-bit teleportation, and describe its
properties and various guises. Its application to fault-
tolerant gate construction is presented in Section III,
which is followed in Section IV with specific circuits for
the pi/8, controlled-phase, and Toffoli gates. In Sec-
tion V, we use one-bit teleportation to derive the two-bit
quantum teleportation protocol, and to construct a re-
mote quantum gate. Finally, we summarize our results
in Section VI.
II. ONE-BIT TELEPORTATION
Traditional quantum teleportation enables transmis-
sion of a qubit between a sender and a receiver without
requiring a quantum operation to be performed jointly
by the two parties. They need only begin with a cer-
tain entangled state, and communicate classical informa-
tion. The same objective, communicating a qubit, can
be accomplished in a simpler manner if the sender and
receiver are allowed to perform a quantum gate (such as
a controlled-not gate, a cnot) between their respective
qubits. We derive such one-bit “teleportation” circuits
using the following facts:
• Fact 1: An unknown qubit state |ψ〉 can be
swapped with the state |0〉 using only two cnot
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(1)
Note that in all circuits we show, time proceeds
from left to right as is usual, and conventions are
as in [12]. Throughout this section, the first and
second qubits refer to the registers with respective
initial states |0〉 and |ψ〉.
• Fact 2: X = HZH , where X and Z are Pauli









Thus, the following two circuits are equivalent:
 	  
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 (3)
• Fact 3: Hadamard gates H acting on both qubits
before and after a cnot reverse its direction.
Using fact 3 on both cnots in the circuit of Eq.
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(4)
• Fact 4: Measurement commutes with a controlled-





The meter represents measurement of the Pauli op-
erator Z, which projects the measured state onto
|0〉 or |1〉. The double line coming out of the me-
ter carries the one-bit classical measurement re-
sult, and U is performed if the measurement re-
sult is |1〉. Operations which are performed condi-
tioned on classical measurement results are called
classically-controlled operations in this paper.
In Eqs. (3) and (4), the two qubits are disentangled
before the second Hadamard gate. Therefore, the second
qubit can be measured without affecting the unknown
state of the first qubit. Applying fact 4 to Eqs. (3) and (4)














The circuit in Eq. (6) is referred to as “Z-teleportation,”
since a classically-controlled-Z is applied after measure-
ment. Similarly, the circuit in Eq. (7) is referred to as
“X-teleportation.” X and Z-teleportation circuits can









where for Z-teleportation, A = I, B = H,D = Z, and
E is a single cnot with the first qubit as its target (I
is the 2 × 2 identity operator). For X-teleportation,
A = H,B = I,D = X , and E is a single cnot with
the first qubit as its control.
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The X and Z teleportation circuits are special cases
of a more general circuit for teleportation discussed in
Appendix A. We will mainly focus on the simpler cir-
cuits of X and Z teleportation which are sufficient for




In this section, we develop a general method for fault-
tolerant gate construction using one-bit teleportation as
a basic primitive. We will confine our attention to the
CSS codes [13,14], although the results can be extended
to any stabilizer codes [9].
A. Fault-tolerant gate hierarchy
We first summarize the fault-tolerant gate hierarchy
introduced in [9]. Let C1 represent the Pauli group; C2,
the Clifford group, is the set of gates which map Pauli
operators into Pauli operators under conjugation. Ele-
ments in C2 can be performed transversally on the states
encoded in a CSS code [1,15,5]. Note that C1 ⊂ C2, and
C2 contains important gates which are not in C1, such as
the cnot, the Hadamard gate H , and the phase gate S
(S|x〉 = ix|x〉 for x = {0, 1}).
We can recursively define an infinite class of quantum
gates as
Ck ≡ {U |UC1U † ⊆ Ck−1} , (9)
for k ≥ 2. The k = 2 case reduces to the definition
of the Clifford group. For every k, Ck ⊃ Ck−1, and
Ck − Ck−1 is nonempty. In other words, the Ck is a
strictly increasing family, and each Ck adds more inter-
esting gates in the hierarchy. The C3 gates which are
not in C2 are especially important, as Clifford group
operations alone do not allow universal quantum com-
putation, but adding a single gate in C3 − C2, such as
the pi/8 gate T , (T |x〉 = eipix/4|x〉 for x ∈ {0, 1}), the
controlled-phase gate Λ1(S) (Λ1(S)|xy〉 = ix·y|xy〉 for
x, y = {0, 1}) or the Toffoli gate (controlled-controlled-
not), to the Clifford group will give a universal set of
unitary operations [1,16,6].
In contrast to the Clifford group operations, the
elements in C3 cannot be constructed using unitary
transversal operations, and are more difficult to perform
on an unknown encoded states. On the other hand, it
is relatively easy to “perform” C3 gates on known states
having stabilizers in the Pauli group, by direct prepara-
tion of the (known) final states. A state with stabilizers
Mi ∈ C1 is transformed by U ∈ C3 to the intended final
state with stabilizers UMiU
† which are in C2 by defini-
tion [15]. These new stabilizers can be measured fault-
tolerantly [1,17,5,9], allowing the final state to be created
fault-tolerantly by measuring the stabilizers. This prop-
erty will later be used in our fault-tolerant gate construc-
tion.
B. C3 gate construction using one-bit teleportation
We now consider a general method to construct fault-
tolerant gates in C3 using the one-bit teleportation
scheme as a primitive, which reduces the problem of ap-
plying C3 gates to an arbitrary state to preparing a spe-
cific ancilla with stabilizers in C2. Throughout the dis-
cussion, it is assumed that elements in C2 can easily be
performed and measured transversally.
The basic idea is the following. A trivial way to apply
a quantum gate U to a state |ψ〉 is to first “teleport” |ψ〉
as in Sec. II and then apply U to the teleported |ψ〉. This
extra teleportation step does not seem particularly use-
ful, but it actually reduces the problem of fault-tolerant
gate construction to fault-tolerant preparation of partic-
ular ancilla state. The main reason is that U is applied to
the teleported state, which is originally the known ancilla
state. If U can be commuted backwards without intro-
ducing more complicated gates, U is in effect applied to
the known ancilla, which can be “performed” directly.
This idea has been used in [9], with two-bit teleporta-
tion as a primitive, to perform universal quantum com-
putation. Both one-bit and two-bit teleportation reduce
fault tolerant C3 gate constructions to circuits composed
of fault tolerant C2 gates only. Two-bit teleportation,
however, requires entangling measurements and some en-
tangled initial ancilla states, which may complicate gate
constructions. In contrast, one-bit teleportation only re-
quires projective measurements of the Pauli operator Z
on individual qubits and product initial ancilla states.
We now detail the formal construction. Let U ∈ C3
be an n-qubit gate, to be applied to |ψ〉, an encoded
quantum state with n logical qubits. We first teleport
each logical qubit using either Z-teleportation or X-
teleportation, in a bitwise manner. This swaps |ψ〉 with
an ancilla prepared in the |0〉⊗n state. We then apply U
to the resulting teleported state to obtain U |ψ〉. This is












In Eq. (10), a register (wire) with the symbol “/n” rep-
resents a bundle of n logical qubits. The measurement
box measures Z bitwise and the double line represents
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the n-bit classical outcome. The ith classical bit con-
trols whether an operator Di is perform on the i
th log-
ical state in the first register. This is represented by
D for simplicity in Eq. (10). A is a bitwise operation,
A = A1⊗· · ·⊗An, where Ai acts on the ith logical qubit
only. B is a bitwise operation similar to A. E is given
by E = Ei ⊗ · · · ⊗En, where each Ei is a cnot between
the ith logical qubits of |ψ〉 and the known ancilla. Ac-
cording to Sec. II, if Z-teleportation is applied to the ith
logical qubit, then, Ai = I, Bi = H,Di = Z, and Ei is a
cnot with the first qubit as its target; if X-teleportation
is applied instead, Ai = H,Bi = I,Di = X , and Ei is a
cnot with the first qubit as its control.
We now commute U backwards in time. Commuting U
with the classically-controlled operation D changes D to
UDU †. Since D ∈ C1 and U ∈ C3, UDU † ∈ C2 can still
be performed transversally. Likewise, commuting U with
E changes E to UEU † [10]. However, as cnot /∈ C1, the
resulting operation UEU † may not be in C2 for an arbi-
trary U ∈ C3. To avoid this problem, we only consider U
which commutes with E to ensure that UEU † = E ∈ C2.
(We will show later there are interesting gates in C3 even
under this restriction, with appriopriate choice of X or












All the circuit elements outside the dotted box can be
implemented fault-tolerantly. Therefore, if we can create
the logical state UA|0〉⊗n fault-tolerantly, we can apply
the gate U ∈ C3 to any encoded state |ψ〉 fault-tolerantly.
The initial state in the dotted box consists of n encoded
|0〉 states. It has stabilizers Zi (i = 1, . . . , n), where Zi is
the encoded Pauli operator Z acting on the ith encoded
qubit. The stabilizers of UA|0〉⊗n in the dotted box are
UAZiA
†U † = UAiZiA
†
iU
†. Note from Eqs. (6) and (7)
that Ai = I and H when Di = Zi and Xi respectively, so
that AiZiA
†
i = Di is always true [18]. Therefore, the sta-
bilizers of UA|0〉⊗n are UDiU †, which are in the Clifford
group, and UA|0〉⊗n can be prepared by fault-tolerant
measurements of its stabilizers. This completes the dis-
cussion on how to perform the fault-tolerant gate U on
any encoded state.
Using the above construction, we can systematically
construct interesting gates in C3−C2, including the pi/8
gate, the controlled-phase gate and the Toffoli gate, as
will be shown in Section IV.
C. Recursive construction
In this section, we discuss what gates can be con-
structed with one-bit teleportation as a primitive. We
extend our discussion to gates in Ck and characterize a
class of gates which can be recursively constructed.
We will prove by induction that the diagonal subset of
Ck, defined by Fk = {U ∈ Ck and U is diagonal}, can
be recursively constructed. First of all, when U ∈ Fk , we
choose to apply X-teleportation to each logical qubit. In
this case, each Ei is a cnot taking the i
th logical qubit
in the first register as control bit. Therefore E com-
mutes with U and Eq. (11) holds. Second, for U ∈ Fk,
and D ∈ C1, UDU † = U˜D where U˜ ∈ Fk−1 [19]. If the
gates in Fk−1 can be performed, the classically-controlled
operator UDU † for U ∈ Fk can also be performed.
Third, it can be proved by induction that UA|0〉⊗n can
be prepared fault-tolerantly [9,20]. Finally, the gates in
F2 ⊂ C2 have transversal implementation. By induction,
all the gates in Fk can be performed fault-tolerantly by
a recursive construction.
The sets Fk contain many interesting gates, such as the




k−1) = diag(1, 1, 1, eipi/2
k−1
),
which are used in the quantum Fourier transform cir-
cuit [11,21] essential to Shor’s factoring algorithm [11].
Fk also includes the multiple-qubit gates Λn(V
l) for
n+ l ≤ k [19], where Λn(V l) applies V l to the (n+ 1)th
qubit if and only if the first n qubits are all in the state
|1〉. By the closure property of Fk [19], all products of
Λn(V
l) for n + l ≤ k are in Fk. For small k, recursive
construction can be more efficient than approximating
these gates to an equal accuracy using a universal set of
fault tolerant quantum logic gates.
The gates in Fk are not the only ones which can be
constructed using the one-bit teleportation scheme. If
U ∈ C3 is related to an element in F3 by conjugation
by Hadamard gates in the ith1 , . . ., i
th
l qubits, E can be
made to commute with U by applying Z teleportation to
the ith1 , . . ., i
th
l qubits and X teleportation to the rest.
The Toffoli gate is an example. Using the general one-bit
teleportation circuits discussed in Appendix A, C3 gates
in the form U = GbV Ga for V ∈ F3 and Ga, Gb ∈ C2
can be performed. This strictly extends what can be
achieved by X and Z teleportation only. Finally, from a
physical point of view, U = GbV Ga where V ∈ Fk and
Ga, Gb ∈ C2 can be indirectly performed, by performing
V using teleportation and Ga, Gb without teleportation.
Comparing the present construction with the prior
two-bit one [9], we find that with the two-bit scheme all
the Ck gates can be recursively constructed, since only
C1 operators appear in the teleportation circuits. In con-
trast, with the present construction, the cnot in the
circuit places an additional constraint on U ∈ Ck , that
UEU † has to be easily performed. For example, C3 gates
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of the form U = GbV Ga for V ∈ F3, Ga, Gb ∈ C2 can
be performed; however, it is not known if they represent
all the C3 gates. The fact X teleportation is sufficient to
implement Fk gates, and all other teleportation circuits
found so far only extend Fk to include extra C2 multi-
pliers is intriguing. However, the complicated constraint
leaves us unable to strictly describe the exact capability
of one-bit teleportation constructions compared to that
of two-bit teleportation, and this distinction remains an
interesting and difficult open question. In this paper, we
concentrate on the large set of interesting gates which
can be performed.
IV. EXAMPLES
We systematically and explicitly construct three im-
portant fault tolerant gates in C3 −C2 using the general
construction described in Sec. III. Any one of these gates,
together with the Clifford group, form a universal set of
gates.
A. The pi/8 gate







Note that T is diagonal. Following the recipe in Sec. III,
we choose to apply X teleportation to |ψ〉 and apply T
to the teleported |ψ〉:









We commute T backwards using two facts. First,
TXT † =
√
iSX , where the phase gate S (defined in
Sec. III A) satisfies S|x〉 = ix|x〉 for x = {0, 1}. Sec-
ond, T commutes with the cnot by construction. Thus,
we obtain a circuit to implement the pi/8 gate (where an
irrelevant overall phase has been ignored):









All the circuit elements outside the dotted box can be
implemented fault-tolerantly . Furthermore, the dotted
box can be replaced by the state,




which can be prepared fault-tolerantly as follows. Since
|0〉 has stabilizer Z (|0〉 is a +1 eigenstate of Z), |φ+〉 =
TH |0〉 is a +1 eigenstate of W defined as
W = (TH)Z(TH)† =
√
iSX . (16)
Moreover, the state |φ−〉 ≡ Z|φ+〉 is a −1 eigenstate
of W (because {Z,W} = 0, W (Z|φ+〉) = −ZW |φ+〉 =





by measuring Z fault-tolerantly [1,17,5]. Second, we pre-
pare a cat state 1√
2
(|0¯〉 + |1¯〉) [1], where |¯i〉 consists of a
number of physical qubits in state |i〉 (i = 0, 1), and the
number of physical qubits is equal to the block size of
the logical state. The cat state cannot be created fault-
tolerantly, but it can always be verified [1]. Third, we
apply the cat-state-controlled-W to the two states pre-
pared, (|0¯〉+ |1¯〉)(|φ+〉+ |φ−〉)/2. This operation applies
W to (|φ+〉 + |φ−〉) if and only if the cat state is |1¯〉.
This step is guaranteed to be fault tolerant by the gen-
eral construction. Specifically, since T ∈ C3, W ∈ C2
has a transversal implementation, hence, the cat-state-
controlled-W can be implemented bitwise [9]. This leads





(|0¯〉 − |1¯〉)|φ−〉 . (18)
Finally, a fault-tolerant measurement of X ⊗ · · · ⊗X on
the cat state can be made to distinguish |0¯〉 + |1¯〉 and
|0¯〉 − |1¯〉. If the result is |0¯〉 − |1¯〉, the logical state is
collapsed to |φ−〉, which can be converted to |φ+〉 by
applying Z. If the result is |0¯〉 + |1¯〉, no operation is
needed as the logical state is already in the desired state
|φ+〉. Finally |φ+〉 can be verified by measuring its sta-
bilizer W and the stabilizers of the quantum code. Thus,
we have obtained the ancilla state for constructing the
fault-tolerant T gate on the encoded state. We remark
that we re-derive the same circuit and ancilla state used
in [6].
B. The controlled–phase gate
The controlled-phase gate, Λ1(S), (defined in
Sec. III A) acts on basis states according to Λ1(S)|xy〉 =
ix·y|xy〉 for x, y ∈ {0, 1}. Λ1(S) ∈ C3, and together with
H and cnot, form a universal set of gates [16,12]. We





Λ1(S) commutes with Zi and it transforms Xi (i = 1, 2)
as follows:










where the controlled-Z operation, Λ(Z), acts on ba-
sis states as Λ(Z)|x〉|y〉 = (−1)x·y|x〉|y〉. To construct
Λ1(S), we first teleport the two-qubit state |ψ〉 and ap-
ply Λ1(S). This linear transformation preserves phase
coherence, and thus, to understand it, it is sufficient for
us to consider just its action on the basis states |xy〉.
Since Λ1(S) is diagonal, we apply X-teleportation to
both qubit states such that the cnots in the circuit com-
mute with Λ1(S).
   











Commuting Λ1(S) backwards using the commutation
rules in Eqs. (20) and (21), we obtain a circuit for the
controlled-phase gate,
















where the double lines control all the operations in the
corresponding dotted boxes. All the circuit elements in
Eq. (23), except for those in the top left dotted box, can
be implemented fault-tolerantly on encoded states. It re-
mains to prepare the state created in the top left dotted
box, namely,




(|00〉+ |01〉+ |10〉+ i|11〉) . (25)
This can be achieved fault-tolerantly, very similarly to
the ancilla preparation for the pi/8 gate. Specifically,
the stabilizers of (H1 ⊗ H2)|00〉 are Xi and the corre-
sponding stabilizers of |φ+〉 are Wi = Λ1(S)XiΛ1(S†)
for i = 1, 2. Using the commutation rules in Eqs. (20)
and (21), W1 = (X1⊗S2)Λ(Z) and W2 = (S1⊗X2)Λ(Z).
They are both in C2. Since Z1 anticommutes with the
stabilizer W1,




(|00〉+ |01〉 − |10〉 − i|11〉) (27)
is a −1 eigenstate of W1. We apply a procedure similar









by fault-tolerantly measuring its stabilizers Z1 and X2.
Second, prepare the cat state 1√
2
(|0¯〉 + |1¯〉) of physical
size equal to a single block of the quantum code. Third,
apply the cat-state-controlled-W1, which applies W1 to
|φ〉 if and only if the cat state is |1¯〉. This step which






(|0¯〉 − |1¯〉)|φ−〉 . (30)
Finally, we measure X ⊗ · · · ⊗X on the cat state which
projects Eq. (30) onto one of the two terms. We either
obtain |φ+〉 or |φ−〉, in the latter case, a further Z1 is ap-
plied to convert the outcome to the desired ancilla state
|φ+〉, which can then be verified by measurements of its
stabilizersW1, W2, and other stabilizers of the code. This
ancilla completes the fault-tolerant construction of the
controlled-phase gate.
C. The Toffoli gate
To construct the Toffoli gate (controlled-controlled-
not), we begin with some useful commutation rules:










As in the controlled-phase gate construction, we demon-
strate the construction on basis states |xyz〉 for three
qubits. We first teleport |xyz〉 and then apply a Tof-
foli gate. Since the Toffoli gate is diagonalized by a
Hadamard transform on the target qubit, the choice of
X (Z) teleportation for the control (target) qubits ensure
the three cnots commute with the Toffoli gate.
    



















Commuting the Toffoli gate all the way back to the left
side using Eq. (31), Eq. (32), and the commutativity with
the cnots, we find that Eq. (33) is equivalent to
     
     
















All the circuit elements except those in the left most dot-
ted box can be implemented fault-tolerantly. It remains
to prepare the state created in the dotted box,




(|000〉+ |010〉+ |100〉+ |111〉) , (36)
where U represents the Toffoli gate. Again, the state
is prepared by fault tolerantly measuring a stabilizer of
|φ+〉 on some standard states. Since (H1 ⊗ H2)|000〉
has stabilizers X1, X2 and Z3, |φ+〉 has stabilizers W1 =
X1 ⊗ cnot23, W2 = X2 ⊗ cnot13 and W3 = Z3 ⊗ cz12,
where cz represents a controlled-Z, and the ordered sub-
scripts for cnot and cz specifies the control and target
bits. The stabilizers of |φ+〉 are all in C2. We next pre-
pare a superposition of the ±1 eigenstates of W3. First
of all, {W3, X3} = 0, therefore |φ−〉 = X3|φ+〉 is a −1










with stabilizers Xi (i = 1, 2, 3). It can be prepared by
by measuring X for each block. Second, prepare the cat
state 1√
2
(|0¯〉 + |1¯〉) of size equal to a single block of the
quantum code. Third, apply the cat-state-controlled-W3






(|0¯〉 − |1¯〉)|φ−〉 . (38)
Finally, measure X ⊗ · · · ⊗ X on the cat state to ob-
tain either |φ+〉 or |φ−〉 and convert the latter to |φ+〉
by applying X3. Verify the final state by measuring Wi
and the code stabilizers. This completes the ancilla and
therefore the gate construction.
Note that the ancilla and the quantum circuit derived
here are the same as those in Shor’s original construc-
tion [1]. The one-bit teleportation scheme elucidates the
choice of ancilla state and the procedure in [1].
V. REMOTE GATE CONSTRUCTION USING
ONE-BIT TELEPORTATION
The one-bit teleportation scheme, in addition to be-
ing useful for fault-tolerant gate constructions, can also
be used to design a variety of remote quantum opera-
tions. Constructing remote quantum operations is re-
lated to constructing fault-tolerant gates, in that fault-
tolerance prohibits quantum operations within the same
code block, while remote quantum operations prohibit
quantum operations between remote parties. In the re-
duction from fault-tolerant gate constructions to ancilla
state preparation, we first teleport the unknown state
and then apply the gate. The gate is commuted back-
wards (in time), to effectively act on a known state. The
resulting new state can be created directly. In this sec-
tion, we similarly construct specific remote quantum op-
erations, using one-bit teleportation as a basic primitive
to derive both the required ancilla state and the quan-
tum circuit. Two-bit quantum teleportation and a re-
mote cnot operation will be constructed.
A. Two-bit teleportation
Suppose Alice needs to send a qubit state |ψ〉 to Bob.
Direct quantum communication is not allowed but Alice
and Bob can share some ancilla state. The question is,
how can Alice send the qubit to Bob? A well-known solu-
tion to this problem is quantum teleportation [7], which
uses an EPR state and classical communication. Using
one-bit teleportation, we give an alternative derivation
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of the required (entangled) ancilla and the required tele-
portation circuit.
We first construct a circuit to send the unknown state
with prohibited operations, then, we remove the prohib-
ited operations. Let |ψ〉 be the state to be communicated
from Alice to Bob. Alice can send |ψ〉 to Bob with two
one-bit teleportations. Step 1: Alice swaps |ψ〉 with an
ancilla |0〉 using X-teleportation. Step 2: Alice sends the
teleported |ψ〉 to Bob using Z-teleportation (with a pro-
hibited cnot in this step). The circuit representation for
the process is:
⊕











The only prohibited operation (cnot) is marked by an
asterisk. It can be commuted backwards using the com-
mutation relation
     
   
 (40)
This leads to the usual quantum teleportation circuit,
⊕









In Eq. (41) the prohibited cnot acts only on the known
state inside the dotted box. This box can be replaced by
the state it creates:
|φ〉 = Λ1(X)H1|00〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉+ |11〉) , (42)
which is the EPR state used in the original protocol.
Therefore, if Alice shares this entangled state with Bob,
the state |ψ〉 can be sent to Bob without quantum com-
munication.
Note that the classically-controlled X on the second
register only affects its overall sign, and can be omitted
since the second register is subsequently measured.
An alternative circuit, which accomplishes the same
task, can be derived when Z and X teleportations are














Using the commutation rule




we can commute the prohibited cnot backwards to ob-
tain an equivalent quantum teleportation circuit:
• H
⊕ ⊕ Z









where the only disallowed element is in the dotted box,
which can be replaced by the state it creates, the EPR
state in Eq. (42). The irrelevant classically-controlled Z
on the second register can be omitted.
Thus, we have derived the two-bit quantum telepor-
tation circuits using one-bit teleportation as a primi-
tive, giving further insight into how the original protocol
works.
B. Remote cnot
Suppose Alice and Bob have in their possession, quan-
tum states |α〉 and |β〉 respectively. How can they per-
form a simple distributed computation, a cnot from Al-
ice’s state to Bob’s state, without communicating any
quantum information between them, but perhaps with
the aid of some initially shared standard quantum state?
A solution to this problem is given in [8]; however, the
ad-hoc method employed does not suggest a systematic
technique for deriving the solution, or solutions to gen-
eralized versions of this problem. Here, we present a
general technique and derive a different circuit, which
accomplishes the same task, using the one-bit teleporta-
tion scheme.
Alice and Bob can both swap their states with an an-
cilla state |0〉 by teleportation, and then apply a prohib-
ited cnot. The quantum circuit is chosen so that Alice
uses X-teleportation and Bob uses Z-teleportation:
⊕
















The prohibited cnot can be commuted backwards to
obtain a remote cnot circuit:
⊕
H • • X Z














in which the prohibited operation can be replaced by the
shared EPR state in the dotted box. Provided such a
shared entangled state is initially available to Alice and
Bob, they can perform a remote cnot operation.
Our construction is different from that in [8], which
can also be derived using one-bit teleportation scheme,
as described in Appendix B.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a systematic technique to construct
a variety of quantum operations, by using a primitive
one-bit teleportation scheme to straightforwardly reduce
quantum logic gate construction to ancilla state prepara-
tion. The usefulness of this technique is particularly man-
ifest for two applications, fault-tolerant quantum com-
putation, and remote quantum computation, as we have
demonstrated by providing simplified constructions for
the pi/8, controlled-phase, and Toffoli gates, and the
remote-cnot. These constructions are easily generalized
to realize an infinite family of gates. Clearly, this means
that one-bit teleportation may be useful for designing
and optimizing computation and communication proto-
cols [22,23]. Even more intriguing, perhaps, is that this
result gives us a first glimpse at what might someday be a
standard architecture for a quantum computer: a simple
assembly of one-bit teleportation primitives, capable of
universal quantum computation on quantum data, given
the assistance of standard quantum states which are ob-
tained as commercial resources. Definition of such an
architecture could be pivotal in the development of this
field, much as the von Neumann or Harvard architec-
tures [24] were important in classical computation.
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APPENDIX A: GENERALIZATIONS OF THE
ONE-BIT TELEPORTATION CIRCUITS











Now, for any G ∈ C2, the following circuit also accom-
plishes the same task:









The above circuit can be understood in the following
way. It teleports |ψ〉 by first teleporting G|ψ〉 using X-
teleportation, and then applying G† to the teleported
state. Finally, G† is commuted backwards through
the classically-controlled operation X⊗n, changing it to
G†X⊗nG ∈ C1 in Eq. (A2). When G = I⊗n and
H⊗n, Eq. (A2) reduces to X and Z teleportation circuit.
Therefore, Eq. (A2) is a generalization of both one-bit
teleportation circuits.
In Sec. III, we have shown that all the operations in F3
can be performed fault-tolerantly using X-teleportation.
Here, we generalize the result to show that, if U ∈ C3 and
U = GbV Ga, where V ∈ F3 and Ga, Gb ∈ C2, then, U
can be performed fault-tolerantly using the general one-
bit teleportation scheme, by the following procedure:
Step 1: Using the circuit in Eq. (A2) with G = Ga,
we first teleport the state |ψ〉 to the ancilla initialized in
the state |0〉⊗n, and then apply U to the resulting state.
This can be represented by:












Step 2: Commuting U backwards, one obtains:











Note, the new classically-controlled operation is
GbV X
⊗nV †G†b, which is in C2 because V X
⊗nV † ∈ C2.
Therefore, it can be performed fault-tolerantly. The re-
maining circuit elements can also be performed fault tol-
erantly, except those in the dotted box, which can be
replaced by an ancilla prepared in the state V H⊗n|0〉⊗n
fault-tolerantly.
There are some C3 gates which cannot be con-
structed using X and Z-teleportation directly, but can
be constructed using the generalized one-bit teleporta-
tion scheme. For instance, the controlled Hadamard gate
Λ1(H2) ∈ C3 −C2 does not commute with E for all pos-
sible combination of X and Z teleportation circuits, but
Λ1(H2) can be written as GbV Ga with Ga = Q
†
2, Gb =
Λ1(X2)Q2 and V = T1Λ1(S
†
2), where Q = S
†HS ∈ C2.
Thus, Λ1(H2) can still be performed using the general
one-bit teleportation scheme.
Although the generalized one-bit teleportation circuit
allows more operations in C3 to be performed, they differ
from an F3 element merely by Clifford group operations,
and therefore can be precisely constructed by construct-
ing F3 gates precisely. In fact, the efficiency of imple-
menting U = GbV Ga using Eq. (A4) is exactly the same
as applying the gates Ga, V and Gb in sequence. We
have not been able to find nontrivial additional gate con-
structions due to the above generalized framework, but
it nonetheless provides better insights on the structure of
one-bit teleportation.
APPENDIX B: ALTERNATIVE REMOTE CNOT
CIRCUIT
A remote cnot between the states |α〉 and |β〉 be-
longing to Alice and Bob respectively can be performed
by a four step procedure: (1) Alice swaps her state |α〉
with an ancilla |0〉, (2) Alice sends the teleported |α〉 to
Bob using X-teleportation, (3) Bob applies cnot from
10
|α〉 to |β〉, and (4) Bob teleports |α〉 back to Alice us-
ing Z-teleportation. Steps (2) and (4) involve prohibited
operations. Here is a circuit representation:
• ⊕ ⊕ Z
⊕ • ⊕
















The two prohibited cnots are labelled with asterisks.


















which again reduces prohibited operations to some spe-
cific shared entangled state.
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